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Some results about the sixth problem of Hilbert

Abstra t: The aim of this le ture is to present some mathemati al results
des ribing the transition from kineti theory, and more pre isely from the Boltzmann equation for perfe t gases to hydrodynami s. Di erent uid asymptoti s
will be investigated, starting always from solutions of the Boltzmann equation
whi h are only assumed to satisfy the estimates oming from physi s, namely
some bounds on mass, energy and entropy.
We will introdu e some tools for the derivation of these hydrodynami limits. We will rst omment on the entropy inequality whi h provides uniform a
priori estimates on the distribution (depending on the s aling to be onsidered).
We will then explain how these bounds, espe ially that on the entropy dissipation, allow to ontrol the relaxation me hanism towards lo al thermodynami
equilibrium. We will nally study the balan e between that relaxation pro ess
due to ollisions, and the other important physi al me hanism, namely the free
transport : in vis ous regimes the global stru ture of the s aled Boltzmann
equation is a tually of hypoellipti type, and one an exhibit some regularizing
e e t of the free transport.
The in ompressible Navier-Stokes limit is the only hydrodynami asymptoti s for whi h we are able to implement all these tools and for whi h an
optimal onvergen e result is known. By \optimal", we mean that this onvergen e result holds globally in time, does not require any assumption neither on
the initial velo ity pro le nor on the initial thermodynami elds, and that it
takes into a ount boundary onditions, and des ribes their limiting form.
The state of the art about the in ompressible Euler limit is not so omplete.
Due to the la k of regularity estimates in invis id regimes, the onvergen e results des ribing the in ompressible Euler asymptoti s of the Boltzmann equation
require in parti ular some additional regularity assumptions on the solution to
the target equations.
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